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CopyCamp 2017: “Beyond copyright: how do exclusive rights
affect real life?” – Call for papers extended to 11 June 2017
Krzysztof Siewicz (Fundacja Nowoczesna Polska) · Wednesday, May 10th, 2017

Update: The deadline for papers has now been extended to 11 June 2017

Copyright influences everyone’s life. Certainly, it forms the framework for the creation and
circulation of culture as each artist has to adjust to copyright when building upon others’ work or
when planning to make a living from his or her creativity. But copyright-protected works are also
used in education, research, and technology. So all of us active in those areas are affected as well.
Thus, we have to address the resulting issues in a neutral, multi-sided debate involving all
interested parties. Since 2012, the Modern Poland Foundation has organised the annual
international CopyCamp conference to provide a forum for such a debate. At CopyCamp we
discuss the law, but it is not a legal conference. In the last 5 years, we have succeeded in making
CopyCamp the biggest conference on social and economic aspects of copyright in Europe. Over
this time, we have facilitated exchange of ideas between 250 speakers from all over Europe and
abroad.

But copyright is just one piece of a bigger puzzle. We observe attempts to subject all types of
information and its various embodiments to different forms of exclusivity. Patents are just one
example of how such exclusivity may be secured using legal means other than copyright.
Technology (the so-called DRM) is an alternative means that may be used to appropriate
information goods by simply making them unusable without authorisation.

As a result there is a need to broaden the scope of the debate, for example to such areas as health
and food. All of us, not just artists, teachers, or scientists should be concerned with questions such
as: Who owns medicines and equipment necessary to provide health care? Who owns grain and
machines used to harvest it if they are protected with patent-like rights or DRM? What does it
mean to own exclusive rights to software and data used to construct autonomous agents? What will
it mean in the near future for traditional concepts such as property or personality?

Therefore we have launched the 6th International CopyCamp conference under a working title:
“Beyond copyright: how do exclusive rights affect real life?” It will take place on September
28-29, 2017 in Warsaw. We invite our prospective speakers to submit presentation proposals at:
https://copycamp.pl/en/contact/register-speaker/. We invite our participants to share their stories
touching on real-life issues in the following thematic tracks:
*    business models, heritage digitisation, remix
*    health, food, security, and exclusive rights
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*    text and data mining, machine learning, online education
*    IoT: autonomous cars, smart homes, wearables
*    hacking government data, public procurement, public aid in culture

Please note: your presentation should not exceed 10 minutes. Please include an abstract of no more
than 1800 characters. Deadline: May 31, 2017. Open call results will be announced by the end of
June

For inquiries please contact krzysztof.siewicz@nowoczesnapolska.org.pl.

To make sure you do not miss out on posts from the Kluwer Copyright Blog, please subscribe to
the blog here.

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Copyright Blog, please
subscribe here.

Kluwer IP Law

The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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This entry was posted on Wednesday, May 10th, 2017 at 9:42 am and is filed under Conference,
Poland
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. You can leave a
response, or trackback from your own site.
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